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Introduction 

 

Nowadays, we are observing significant changes in our businesses, trading methods, 

and managing of human and economic resources worldwide which represent a new 

vision to our world. The changes that we are involved in daily makeup a part of our 

identity, culture, and customs so we can’t be indifferent to them. 

We need to gain a better understanding of this new world for a better life and to take 

advantage of the opportunities it presents. 

We must be aware that these changes will grow day-to-day through the development 

of knowledge and increased economic competition.  

It is evident that manpower, wealth and standards are changing globally. This is the 

reason why we need to promote ourselves and our jobs more than ever. In other 

words, to be sustainable and successful in this dynamic market we need to keep up 

to date, informed and be able to adopt intelligent strategies. 

It is a key factor that managers and decision makers should learn the necessary skills 

and gain experience to help them possess a greater understanding of work conditions, 

workers’ behaviours and organisational targets. They need to plan their strategies 

based on these factors. We need to constantly evaluate feedback in a conscious 

manner. 

Obviously, the most successful plans are the ones which are more resilient, informed 

and human-centric. 

In this Gbook, we have gathered the most up-to-date expert and professional views 

from authentic sources, most recent research, challenges, ideas and valuable 

professional tips applicable to the construction industry. We aim to develop your skills, 

enhance your knowledge, and promote your business widely. 

 

Gbooks are now available in our portal for free ! 

www.gcoportal.co.uk 

www.gcoportal.com 
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The Trouble With Business Transformation 

Jeff Cunningham 

 

In London, 300 senior officer of a major international consumer goods company met 

to discuss the upcoming transformation plan. The company is sinfully profitable and 

distributes major brands through small newsstands. The kind millennials don’t visit. 

The CEO is worried the business will be disrupted by technological innovation and 

wants to transform into a device and app company. I was invited to comment on their 

transformation strategy, and the question on everyone’s mind was, once it was 

underway, what they should expect? 

I told them to expect trouble. 

Transformations go wrong because of the timing, the team, and in some cases, the 

strategy. We have very little understanding of why smart people make the same 

mistakes other than cognitive bias associated with elite groups who make decisions 

without the benefit of wise second-guessing. 

The following are the three biggest reasons transformations flop: 

1. Transformations take more time than you think (and it may already be too late) 

GE was one of America’s most storied strategy powerhouses. The company 

transformed continuously from 2000 to 2019 when former CEO Jeff Immelt took over 

the reins shortly after 9/11. The succession of crises from terrorism to the disruption 

of global economies defined GE’s attempts at transformation. The national tragedy 

ignited the long fuse that led to an inconceivable loss of $500 billion on market value. 

But the reality is more complicated. 

When a company (or an economy) is under duress, long term plans drift into short 

term remedies. It reminds me of that famous expression about how you forgot to drain 

the swamp because it was filled with alligators. Immelt knew all of this. He saw the 

world as it was going to be, and tried to reshape the company by finding new growth 
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businesses (GE mantra to be number one or two in any sector they entered). He 

invested in digital, healthcare, and power, all great opportunities. 

But as the Treasury Department put the breaks on the profit engine of financial 

services, those capital intensive projects became unaffordable. There were other 

problems. The board never got Immelt’s rhythm nor did it understand the pressures 

he was under. This led to stupid things like Sandy Warner’s (former JP Morgan CEO) 

doing an end run to anoint a successor. And a gift from the Welch days, the company 

was American centric and the portfolio was lopsided. It meant that every time a crisis 

hit; it was like a car caroming around a bend at high speed with no breaks. 

It would be wrong to attribute GE’s failed transformation to Immelt any more than we 

should blame his predecessor, Jack Welch, or his successors, John Flannery or Larry 

Culp. Like his predecessor and successors, Immelt was a brilliant executive who 

wasn’t outsmarted — he was outgunned — by massive disruptions in his twenty-year 

tenure that tied him to incremental transitions rather than transformation (Culp may 

yet turn GE around. His success will be due to timing). 

Lesson learned: The company evolved but never really transformed. 

2. Transformations need the right team (and it may not be the team that runs 

things) 

The bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers on September 15, 2008, represents the high 

water mark for business failure. It cost shareholders and stakeholders over $600 billion 

and remains the largest bankruptcy in America’s business history. (I wrote about the 

government’s role in the bankruptcy). But the failure wasn’t caused by the ’08 Financial 

Crisis, but a transformation that took place a decade earlier. 

Lehman faced a stark choice in the 1990s, a period after Wall Street was required to 

drop fixed commissions and enter into non-client businesses like prop trading. Lehman 

ahd been a white-shoe firm evenly matched with trading prowess. Now civil war broke 

out between investment bankers and the traders, as Ken Auletta wrote, “Power, 

Greed, and Glory on Wall Street: The Fall of Lehman Brothers.” 

A storied, cigar munching trader named Lew Glucksman fought a brutal winner takes 

all battle with Lehman’s investment bankers, Pete Peterson and Steve Schwarzman. 

The bankers departed to form Blackstone. They took with them prudence about risk. 

But when the Financial Crisis of ’08 hit, Lehman was wired to see everything as a 

trade. Under Glucksman’s protege, Dick Fuld, the firm doubled down on discounted 

mortgage securities and ensured bankruptcy a year later. 

The firm did not realize that what looked like bargains were toxic, and when leveraged, 

turned a solid foundation into quicksand. The trading mentality that ran the company 

was deluded into thinking every market had its bargain basement price. A different 

perspective might have changed everything, as it did for Goldman Sachs and Morgan 

Stanley, Lehman arch rivals until the time Glucksman took over. If you want further 

proof, take a look at Blackstone’s record. It’s clear who should have been running 

Lehman Brothers. 
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Lesson learned: the team that creates the transformation plan isn’t necessarily the 

team that should implement it. 

3. Transformations take the right strategy (and the market may send you a false 

signal) 

GE didn’t change quickly enough and Lehman changed too fast. But there is a third 

way to make a transformational mistake: not thinking about the false signals in the 

data. 

The most well-researched transformation in history was New Coke, launched in 1985 

by a company known for brand strategy. It flopped so badly that if market researchers 

had a reality TV show, New Coke would be the prop on Kocktails with Khloe, where 

there is no way to fix a bad idea. 

Coca Cola needed a better tasting product to compete with Pepsi. After $4 million 

spent on research and over 200,000 taste tests, 53% of the sample preferred New 

Coke. So what could go wrong? 

In less than three months, over 400,000 angry customers called the company to 

complain about the new product. Old Coke was reborn as “Coke Classic,” and New 

Coke had $30 million in unwanted inventory. It was renamed Coke II in 1992 and then 

killed off in 2002. 

New Coke tasted better, and the test data proved it. But market research is more than 

a numbers game. Just because consumers liked the taste of New Coke didn’t mean 

they were willing to give up the old familiar brand. The testing was right; the 

transformation strategy was wrong. Coca Cola’s mistake was in failing to recognize 

that taste tests are science, but the Coke brand was a story. To consumers, stories 

matter. 

Lesson Learned: In testing a strategy for the future, be sure to nail down the science 

but also the story. 

Published by: chiefexecutive.net 
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How to Survive a Recession and Thrive Afterward 

Walter Frick 

 

In early 2000, a five-year-old online bookseller called Amazon.com sold $672 million 

in convertible bonds to shore up its financial position. One month later, the dot-com 

bubble burst. More than half of all digital start-ups went out of business over the next 

few years—including lots of Amazon’s then-rivals in e-commerce. Had the bubble 

burst just a few weeks earlier, one of the most successful companies ever might have 

fallen victim to that recession. 

Recessions—defined as two consecutive quarters of negative economic growth—can 

be caused by economic shocks (such as a spike in oil prices), financial panics (like the 

one that preceded the Great Recession), rapid changes in economic expectations (the 

so-called “animal spirits” described by John Maynard Keynes; this is what caused the 

dot-com bubble to burst), or some combination of the three. Most firms suffer during a 

recession, primarily because demand (and revenue) falls and uncertainty about the 

future increases. But research shows that there are ways to mitigate the damage. 

In their 2010 HBR article “Roaring Out of Recession,” Ranjay Gulati, Nitin Nohria, and 

Franz Wohlgezogen found that during the recessions of 1980, 1990, and 2000, 17% 

of the 4,700 public companies they studied fared particularly badly: They went 

bankrupt, went private, or were acquired. But just as striking, 9% of the companies 

didn’t simply recover in the three years after a recession—they flourished, 

outperforming competitors by at least 10% in sales and profits growth. A more recent 

analysis by Bain using data from the Great Recession reinforced that finding. The top 

10% of companies in Bain’s analysis saw their earnings climb steadily throughout the 

period and continue to rise afterward. A third study, by McKinsey, found similar results. 

The difference maker was preparation. Among the companies that stagnated in the 

aftermath of the Great Recession, “few made contingency plans or thought through 

alternative scenarios,” according to the Bain report. “When the downturn hit, they 

switched to survival mode, making deep cuts and reacting defensively.”  
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Many of the companies that merely limp through a recession are slower to recover 

and never really catch up. 

 Decentralized firms were better able to adjust to changing conditions. 

How should a company prepare in advance of a recession and what moves should it 

make when one hits? Research and case studies examining the Great Recession 

shed light on those questions. In some cases, they cement conventional wisdom; in 

others, they challenge it. Some of the most interesting findings deal with four areas: 

debt, decision making, workforce management, and digital transformation. The 

underlying message across all areas is that recessions are a high-pressure exercise 

in change management, and to navigate one successfully, a company needs to be 

flexible and ready to adjust. 

Deleverage Before a Downturn 

Rebecca Henderson (of Harvard Business School) likes to remind her students, “Rule 

one is: Don’t crash the company.” That means, first and foremost, don’t run out of 

money. Because a recession usually brings lower sales and therefore less cash to 

fund operations, surviving a downturn requires deft financial management. If Amazon 

hadn’t raised all that money prior to the dot-com bust, its options would have been 

much more limited. Instead, it was able to absorb losses in its investments in other 

start-ups and also launch Amazon Marketplace, its platform for third-party sellers, later 

that year. It further expanded during and after the recession into new segments 

(kitchens, travel, and apparel) and markets (Canada). 

Companies with high levels of debt are especially vulnerable during a recession, 

studies show. In a 2017 study, Xavier Giroud (of MIT’s Sloan School of Management) 

and Holger Mueller (of NYU’s Stern School of Business) looked at the relationship 

between business closures and associated unemployment and falling housing prices 

in various U.S. counties. Overall, the more housing prices declined, the more 

consumer demand fell, driving increased business closures and higher 

unemployment. But the researchers found that this effect was most pronounced 

among companies with the highest levels of debt. They divided up companies on the 

basis of whether they became more or less leveraged in the run-up to the recession, 

as measured by the change in their debt-to-assets ratio. The vast majority of 

businesses that shuttered because of falling demand were highly leveraged. 

“The more debt you have, the more cash you need to make your interest and principal 

payment,” Mueller explains. When a recession hits and less cash is coming in the 

door, “it puts you at risk of defaulting.” To keep up with payments, companies with 

more debt are forced to cut costs more aggressively, often through layoffs. These deep 

cuts can impair their productivity and ability to fund new investments. Leverage 

effectively limits companies’ options, forcing their hand and leaving them little room to 

act opportunistically. 

The extent to which high levels of debt pose a risk during a recession depends on 

various factors. Shai Bernstein (of the Stanford Graduate School of Business), Josh 

Lerner (of Harvard Business School), and Filippo Mezzanotti (of Northwestern 

University’s Kellogg School of Management) have found that companies owned by 
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private equity firms—which often require the companies they finance to take on debt—

fared better during the Great Recession than similarly leveraged non-PE-owned firms. 

Companies with lots of debt struggle in part because access to capital slows to a trickle 

during a downturn. PE-backed firms emerged in better shape, the study suggests, 

because their owners were able to help them raise capital when they needed it. Issuing 

equity is another way companies can avoid the burden of debt obligations. “If you issue 

equity in the run-up to a recession,” Mueller says, “the problem of defaulting will be 

less pronounced.” 

The reality, of course, is that many companies have some level of debt going into a 

recession. Mueller’s study found that the average debt-to-assets ratio among firms 

that had increased debt levels in the run-up to the Great Recession was 38.3%. Among 

the group that had deleveraged, it was 19.5%. Although there’s no magic number, 

modest levels of debt aren’t necessarily a problem, research shows. Nonetheless, 

Mueller suggests that if a company thinks a recession is coming, it should consider 

deleveraging. McKinsey’s recent recession research supports this: Firms that 

emerged in better shape from the Great Recession had reduced their leverage more 

dramatically from 2007 to 2011 than had less successful ones. 

When it comes to deleveraging, it helps to start early, says McKinsey’s Mihir Mysore. 

That means reducing debt levels before it’s clear the economy is in recession. “You 

need to take a hard look at your portfolio,” Mysore advises, because shedding assets 

can be a way to reduce leverage without necessarily cutting core aspects of 

operations. 

Focus on Decision Making 

A company’s performance during and after a recession depends not just on the 

decisions it makes but also on who makes them. In a 2017 study, Raffaella Sadun (of 

Harvard Business School), Philippe Aghion (of Collège de France), Nicholas Bloom 

and Brian Lucking (of Stanford), and John Van Reenen (of MIT) examined how 

organizational structure affects a company’s ability to navigate downturns. On the one 

hand, “the need to make tough decisions may favor centralized firms,” the researchers 

write, because they have a better picture of the organization as a whole and their 

incentives are typically more closely aligned with company performance. On the other 

hand, decentralized firms may be better positioned to weather macro shocks “because 

the value of local information increases.” 

The researchers relied on data from the World Management Survey of manufacturers, 

which includes questions on how much autonomy a plant manager has to make 

investments, introduce new products, make sales and marketing decisions, and hire 

employees. Companies in which plant managers had little discretion were considered 

highly centralized; those in which they had a lot of discretion were scored as less so. 

The researchers also examined results from a similar survey run by the U.S. Census 

and matched them with company reports of sales, employment levels, profits, and 

other performance measures. And they gathered data on which industries were 

hardest hit by the Great Recession. “Decentralization was associated with relatively 

better performance for firms or establishments facing the toughest environment during 

the crisis,” the researchers report. They also found that the benefits of decentralization 
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faded as economic conditions improved—a sign that delegation has particular value 

during uncertain times. 

Why did decentralization help? “The recession introduced a lot of uncertainty and 

turbulence,” says Sadun. Because decentralized firms delegated decision making 

further down the hierarchy, they were better able to adapt to changing conditions. For 

example, they were more aggressive in adjusting their product offerings in response 

to changes in demand. “One [piece of] advice would be [to] really think carefully about 

your organizational structure because that’s one way you cope with uncertainty,” says 

Sadun. 

Of course, organizational structure isn’t easy to adjust quickly in preparation for a 

recession, but that doesn’t mean companies can’t learn from these findings. “What 

decentralization does,” says Sadun, “is match decisions with expertise.” She says 

companies can fall into the trap of hoarding decision rights during a downturn. But the 

uncertainty of a recession necessitates experimentation, which requires that decisions 

be made throughout the organization. Even if companies decide not to decentralize, 

they can try to do a better job of gathering input from employees at all levels when 

making key decisions. “Recessions offer opportunities for change,” notes Sadun. 

Look Beyond Layoffs 

Some layoffs are inevitable in a downturn; during the Great Recession, 2.1 million 

Americans were laid off in 2009 alone. However, the companies that emerged from 

the crisis in the strongest shape relied less on layoffs to cut costs and leaned more on 

operational improvements, Ranjay Gulati and his colleagues found in their study of 

public companies. 

That’s because layoffs aren’t just harmful to workers; they’re costly for companies, too. 

Hiring and training are expensive, so companies prefer not to have to rehire when the 

economy picks back up, particularly if they think the downturn will be brief. Layoffs can 

also hurt morale, dampening productivity at a time when companies can ill afford it. 

Fortunately, layoffs aren’t the only way to cut labor costs. Companies should consider 

hour reductions, furloughs, and performance pay. After the stock market crash in 2000, 

Honeywell laid off nearly 20% of its workforce and then struggled to recover in the 

downturn that followed. So when the Great Recession hit, in 2008, the company took 

a different approach, as Sandra J. Sucher and Shalene Gupta describe in their 2018 

HBR article, “Layoffs That Don’t Break Your Company.” “Honeywell furloughed 

employees for one to five weeks, providing unpaid or partially compensated leaves, 

depending on local labor regulations,” Sucher and Gupta wrote. That saved an 

estimated 20,000 jobs. Honeywell emerged from the Great Recession in better shape 

than it did the 2000 recession in terms of sales, net income, and cash flow, despite the 

fact that the 2008 downturn was much more severe. 

Firms invest in IT during recessions because their opportunity cost is lower. 

In some parts of the world, policy makers encourage shorter hours as an alternative 

to layoffs. Many countries and more than half the states in the U.S. have some sort of 

“short-time” compensation program, whereby workers whose hours are reduced 
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receive partial unemployment compensation. In France, 4% of workers and 1% of 

firms took advantage of short-time work programs in 2009, and the program paid off 

for both workers and companies. In a 2018 discussion paper for the European think 

tank Centre for Economic Policy Research, Pierre Cahuc, Francis Kramarz, and 

Sandra Nevoux found that companies that took advantage of the short-time work 

program laid off fewer workers and were more likely to survive during the Great 

Recession. The effect was most significant among the companies most severely hit 

by the recession and those with the highest levels of debt. According to the 

researchers, the short-time work approach allowed vulnerable companies to hold on 

to more of their workforce. Absent the subsidies, they most likely would have had to 

lay off more employees, making it more difficult to recover after the recession or 

causing them to go out of business altogether. The researchers estimate that for every 

five workers on short-time work, one job was saved. And they estimate that the cost 

per job saved was less than that of comparable programs; since the alternative was 

paying unemployment, the program actually saved the French government money. 

One appealing thing about both furloughs and short-time work is that, as with layoffs, 

companies have discretion over which workers are affected. By contrast, across-the-

board pay cuts or hiring freezes that fail to consider employee productivity can 

backfire, damaging morale and driving away the most productive employees. Similarly, 

hiring freezes affect every department indiscriminately, without weighing the value of 

various potential hires. 

Performance pay—compensation based on some measure of productivity or business 

outcome—is another way to control labor costs without hurting productivity. There is 

a long-running debate about performance pay, for executives and frontline workers, 

and plenty of evidence for and against the management tool on both sides. But a 

recent study by Christos Makridis (of the White House Council of Economic Advisers) 

and Maury Gittleman (of the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics) documents an important 

fact. Using responses to the National Compensation Survey from 2004 to 2014, the 

study shows that U.S. companies rely on performance pay more frequently during 

economic downturns. Although they can’t say whether this strategy works out for 

companies, they show that a given job is more likely to come with performance pay 

when times are tough. They hypothesize that this is because performance pay makes 

companies more flexible by aligning workers’ incentives with changing conditions. 

Invest in Technology 

It’s tempting to think of a recession as a time to batten down the hatches and play it 

safe. However, downturns actually appear to encourage the adoption of new 

technologies. In a 2018 paper, Brad Hershbein (of the Upjohn Institute for Employment 

Research) and Lisa B. Kahn (of the University of Rochester) compared more than 100 

million online job listings posted from 2007 to 2015 with economic data to see how the 

Great Recession affected the types of skills employers were looking for. They found 

that the U.S. cities hardest hit by the recession saw a greater demand for higher-order 

skills—including computer-related skills. The boost in demand was partly due to 

employers’ taking advantage of high unemployment to be choosier, as suggested by 

Alicia Sasser Modestino (of Northeastern), Daniel Shoag (of Harvard Kennedy School 
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and Case Western Reserve), and Joshua Ballance (of the New England Public Policy 

Center). Their study found that the demand for tech skills returns to more normal levels 

once the labor market improves. 

But companies weren’t only being choosier, Hershbein and Kahn found; they were 

becoming more digital, too. In those hard-hit areas of the United States, companies 

also increased their investment in information technology, driving the surge in IT skill 

requirements in their job postings. 

Why do companies invest in technology during a recession when money is tight? 

Economists theorize that it’s because their opportunity cost is lower than it would be 

in good times. When the economy is in great shape, a company has every incentive 

to produce as much as it can; if it diverts resources to invest in new technologies, it 

may be leaving money on the table. But when fewer people are willing to buy what 

you’re selling, operations need not be kept humming at maximum capacity, which 

frees up operating budget to fund IT initiatives without dampening sales. For that 

reason, adopting technology costs less, in a sense, during a recession. 

That’s fine in theory, but other reasons may make more practical sense to managers. 

Technology can make your business more transparent, more flexible, and more 

efficient. According to Katy George, a senior partner at McKinsey, the first reason to 

prioritize digital transformation ahead of or during a downturn is that improved 

analytics can help management better understand the business, how the recession is 

affecting it, and where there’s potential for operational improvements. 

The second reason is that digital technology can help cut costs. Companies should 

prioritize “self-funding” transformation projects that pay off quickly, George says, such 

as automating tasks or adopting data-driven decision making. The third reason is that 

IT investments make companies more agile and therefore better able to handle the 

uncertainty and rapid change that come with a recession. In manufacturing, “we are 

finally seeing uptake now in the adoption of digital and advanced analytics,” she says. 

It used to be that a manufacturer could be the cheapest in the market or could stay 

nimble—but not both. Flexibility came with serious costs. However, digital 

technologies “create much more flexibility around product changes, volume changes, 

etc., as well as around movement of your supply chain around the world.” 

That, in George’s view, is one way the next recession might be different from past 

ones. Companies that have already made an investment in digital technology, 

analytics, and agile business practices may be better able to understand the threat 

they face and respond more quickly. As we’ve seen, recessions can create wide and 

long-standing performance gaps between companies. Research has found that digital 

technology can do the same. Companies that have neglected digital transformation 

may find that the next recession makes those gaps insurmountable. 

Published by: hbr.org 
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The 6 Conditions Required to Scale a Creative Leadership 

Culture 

Robert J. Anderson and William A. Adams 

 

We all look up to the great leaders among us—the men and women who seem to have 

a knack for creating inspiring visions of the future while building company cultures that 

bring out the very best in employees. And while individual leaders are key to an 

organization’s success, collective leadership effectiveness carries the day. This 

means that companies are poised for even greater success when they scale their 

leadership, that is, when they grow leaders throughout the organization and align them 

into a collectively effective leadership system. 

Leadership is ultimately about scaling the capacity and capability of an organization to 

create outcomes that matter most and to fulfil the vision of its desired future. However, 

the ability of an organization to scale its leadership is in great degree limited or 

enhanced by the dynamic between the two most common kinds of leaders revealed 

by our many years of research: Reactive and Creative. 

Reactive leaders emphasize caution over creating results, self-protection over 

productive engagement, and aggression over building alignment. These self-limiting 

styles overemphasize the focus on gaining the approval of others, protecting oneself, 

and getting results through high-control tactics. Reactive leadership inhibits collective 

effectiveness and does not scale leadership. 

Creative leaders, on the other hand, are less self-centric and are much more about 

developing the capacity and capability of others and the organization. They are 

approachable and skillful in working with people, listen well, build high-performing 

teams, mentor and develop capability in others, and empower their people. Creative 

leadership is built for scale. 
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To build organizations that are more agile, innovative, adaptive, and high performing 

in today’s volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous (VUCA) world, Creative 

leadership is required. These new organizational designs simply cannot boot up on 

the Reactive Operating System most leaders are running.  Reactive leadership is, 

simply stated, inadequate to creating these kinds of cultures. 

Leadership scales capacity and capability in others, through teams, and in the 

organization by putting in place these six conditions: 

1. Creative leadership 

 This condition requires that the leadership system of the organization undergo a 

fundamental shift from Reactive leadership to Creative. Creative leaders inspire 

commitment and loyalty to the organization and its mission. They also build an open, 

honest, authentic, optimistic, generative, and innovative culture where the best ideas 

can emerge, be implemented, and where everyone is encouraged to develop. 

2. Deep relationship 

 Scale requires being in deep relationship based on the firm foundation of trust, 

transparency, and honesty. Great leaders foster deep relationship. It is foundational 

to courageous truth-telling, getting the best thinking on the table, and innovating 

creative solutions to challenging problems. 

3. Radically human 

Leaders who scale leadership start with themselves. They let go and then learn out 

loud (publicly) while embracing the vulnerability of not knowing. This requires more 

than simply learning new skills. It requires maturing in the inner game of leadership, 

which requires a profound shift of mind and heart. 

4. Systems awareness 

Highly Creative leaders think “big picture.” They see and design systems for higher, 

more durable, and more agile performance in a fast-changing world that is volatile, 

uncertain, complex, and ambiguous. Design is the primary determinate of 

performance. 

5. Purposeful achievement 

 The very best leaders call us, individually and collectively, to a higher purpose. They 

inspire us to give our discretionary energy to a cause greater than ourselves. Being 

driven by purpose, they turn that purpose into a clear, lofty, strategic vision that 

translates into strategy and execution. 

6. Generative Tension 

 Tension is a component in each of the conditions for scaling leadership. Generative 

Tension is the gap between our aspirations and our current reality. Great leaders 

cultivate this tension at every level. They establish it by committing to what matters 

most, and by fiercely and compassionately telling the truth about current situations. 

The seeds of growth are buried deep within every leader, but this growth can’t occur 

without the right conditions and environment. It takes the right kind of leadership—
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Creative leadership—that can scale and grow as these organizations themselves 

scale and grow. Creative leaders get a large multiple on their leadership by developing 

and scaling leadership all around them. 

By putting these six conditions into place, any leader in any organization can build and 

scale a Creative leadership culture—leveraging the tremendous benefits that are 

certain to be unleashed. 

Published by: www.greatleadershipbydan.com 
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New buildings must be net zero carbon by 2030 

Aaron Morby 

 

The industry has a little more than 10 years to take all new buildings over to net zero 

carbon if the Government is to hit its 2050 target on emissions. The Committee on 

Climate Change today urged ministers to set a new legal target for eliminating almost 

all greenhouse gas emissions. Its report calls for wholesale changes to energy 

generating infrastructure and big changes to new buildings and improvements to 

existing buildings. 

This will require a switch away from fossil-fuel based heating, increasing the energy 

efficiency of the building stock, and improving the energy efficiency of lighting and 

electrical appliances. The transition to green heat technologies is expected to cost 

around £15bn per year up to 2050.This would require widespread use of heat pumps 

to replace boilers and accelerating district heating and hydrogen technologies. 

The report urges that low carbon heating must be a key element in the Treasury’s up-

coming cost review. The Government today welcomed the report from its independent 

adviser on climate change issues, but held back from immediately accepting its 

recommendations. Energy secretary Greg Clark said: “To continue the UK’s global 

leadership we asked the Committee on Climate Change to advise the Government on 

how and when we could achieve net zero. This report now sets us on a path to become 

the first major economy to legislate to end our contribution to global warming entirely. 

He added:” We are not immediately accepting the recommendations set out in the 

CCC’s detailed report but will be responding in due course to ensure the UK continues 

to be a world leader in tackling climate change.” 
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The report was greeted as a pivotal moment for the country, requiring government to 

put in place policies and money to achieve the 2050 target. 

Julie Hirigoyen, chief executive at UK Green Building Council, said: “Today’s report 

marks a watershed moment in our efforts to tackle climate change. The UK must take 

responsibility as a global leader to achieve net zero emissions by 2050 and the building 

sector has a crucial role to play in this transition. 

“This will require all new buildings to be net zero carbon by 2030 and all existing ones 

by 2050 – which will require outstanding levels of energy efficiency alongside zero 

carbon electricity and heat supplies.” 

She added: “UKGBC is busy galvanising the industry, having launched a net zero 

carbon buildings framework earlier this week which has already been warmly received 

by many businesses in the sector. But this ambitious objective can only be achieved 

with the help of strong policy drivers. The Government must urgently confirm the 

details underpinning the Future Homes Standard for new homes in 2025, along with 

similar standards for non-domestic buildings. 

“Simultaneously, a co-ordinated national infrastructure programme for energy 

efficiency and heat must be established to improve our existing buildings and minimise 

costs of the transition for householders.” 

Published by: www.constructionenquirer.com 
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Construction Tech: The Current State & What Lies Ahead 

Rachel Fulford 

 

On a hot day in a city filled with the sounds of ongoing construction projects, 

contracting business owners, software providers, engineers, computer scientists and 

other industry techies converged on the Georgia Tech Hotel and Conference Center 

in Atlanta, Georgia, for the third annual JBKnowledge ConTech Roadshow. Atlanta 

was the second stop in 2019 for the ConTech Crew, comprised of JBKnowledge Chief 

Executive Officer (CEO) James Benham, along with construction technology experts 

Jeff Sample and Rob McKinney, who host a weekly podcast on industry technology 

news and trends. At the show, attendees were encouraged to “geek out” with other 

construction professionals for a day of networking, educational sessions and 

interactive technology demos. 

“Your Industry in the News: What’s Next for Contech Roadshow" 

Benham began the opening keynote with, “Be safe. Make money. Enjoy your job. And 

have fun doing it,” and session one kicked off with an emphasis on the importance of 

forming a technology committee at your construction company, with McKinney 

providing seven practical steps to digitizing construction workflow. Afterward, Sample 

posited that robots are the future of construction and one answer to the labor shortage, 

pointing to Construction Robotics’ “The Mule" as proof that the robot takeover is more 

imminent than most of us think, and in a much less sci-fi way than we had imagined. 

Josh Bone, construction technology specialist at DeWalt Industrial Tool Co., followed 

with another answer to the skilled-labor shortage—prefabrication. “Georgia is short 

28,358 masons at this time, and the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) 

industry is short 1 million workers. So, why do we keep planning projects that require 

masons and other skilled laborers that aren’t available? Offsite construction is the 

future of building.” He cited Mortensen’s prefab research study as a good educational 

reference.  
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Benham discussed the three Bs of construction (big data, business intelligence and 

blockchain). He noted that the technology is now available for contractors to monitor 

jobsite talk, being alerted when trigger words, such as “hazard,” are said, and then 

review the footage from the moment at which the word is spoken to take measures 

that increase safety quickly. This type of business intelligence hedges against the 

statistic that most construction companies are only using 4% to 5% of their data. And 

blockchain, he said, quoting the authors of Blockchain Revolution, “is the incorruptible 

digital ledger of economic transactions that can be programmed to record not just 

financial transactions but virtually everything of value.” That includes construction 

projects. 

 

“The Role of Data in the Connected Jobsite” 

In session two, Bone broke down big data, answering the questions, “What is data, 

and why should I care?” Several relatable sports statistic examples explained just how 

much data there is to be gleaned and which parts of it are useful for different types of 

companies and job positions. Citing a 2015 McKinsey study on productivity, Bone 

stated that “technology is the most promising lever for productivity improvement” and 

addressed seven layers of data collection best practices. “The devil’s in the details, 

but the margins are in the data,” he said. “Prefab is the future, but data is what will set 

you apart.”  

“To BIM and Beyond! — The Software and Hardware You Need to Start Modeling” 

In the third session, Bone and Benham opened by urging contractors and 

technologists alike to abandon the approach that says, “We’ll figure it out in the field,” 

and instead say, “We’ll figure it out on the computer [first].” 

“Everyone needs building information modeling (BIM), it’s just a question of how 

much,” said Bone. Benham explained the challenges of BIM right before listing the 

statistics on the cost of inefficiency, with the latter far outweighing the former. 

After breaking down the specifics of the method, Bone and Benham showed how the 

data gathered through BIM is leveraged in virtual design and construction (VDC) 

through an approach to prefab that’s saving contractors and building owners alike, 
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millions per project. “We all have the tools to do construction right, what we need is a 

new user experience,” said Benham. 

 

'Building a Mad Scientist: Driving New Innovation at Complacent Companies' 

In session four, Benham began by referencing the constructors of a set of building 

marvels scientists are still dumbfounded by—the pyramids of Giza. Benham used this 

as proof that there have always been mad scientists. How we cultivate them at our 

own businesses is another animal, though. So, Benham gave five steps to building a 

mad scientist, which he noted does not happen without the necessary materials 

allocated to do so—dedicated staff and budgeted money. He used JBKnowledge’s 

group of “mad scientists” as an example.  

At the end of the session, a mad scientist in his own right, John SanGiovanni, co-

founder and CEO of Visual Vocal, took attendees through a virtual reality(VR) prefab 

meeting  on the company’s VR namesake platform, during which every attendee could 

make simultaneous notes on the mock building plan. According to Benham, it was the 

largest mobile VR meeting in history.  
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“Who is Your Construction Technologist? What Do They Do?” 

McKinney led session five, as moderator for what was described “not your typical 

panel of geeks.” Director of Construction Technology at Winter Construction, David 

Epps; BIM-VDC Manager at Mann Mechanical, Carlos Osorio; and VDC Services 

Manager at Building Point SE, Ryan Pastor, composed the panel, who answered a 

series of questions about the lessons they have learned on the job as construction 

technologists, their favourite methods of fostering tech adoption and their must-have 

tools.  

Pastor noted the importance of working actively to bridge the gap between the field 

and the tech office, even though the heft of a construction technologist’s work is done 

in the office. “Don’t implement something that isn’t beneficial for both the field worker 

and the CEO,” he said. Of bridging this gap, Epps said, “Don’t shove it down their [field 

workers’] throats. Let them use it for free to begin with.” “Get the technology in the field 

and show them [workers] what it can do for them. Sell them on the ease of AR and the 

reward of the risk,” Osorio said. Epps, Osorio and Pastor’s must-have tools? A laser 

scanner, robotic total station and project-controls tool, respectively.  

“Millennial Schmillennial: Overcoming Generational Stereotypes to Affect Change” 

In the last session of the day, Sample set out to use his own experience in the industry 

as a young techie given the job of rejuvenating processes amidst older workers and 

old technology, to prove that “Millennial is an attitude, not an age.” Sample used quotes 

on the youth of the day from a diverse group of famous elders over the span of 

centuries, in which each asserted that young people are what is wrong with and/or will 

be the downfall of the world. Then, Sample used examples of millennial construction 

technologists currently changing the industry for the good and encouraged attendees 

to work in unity with all generations employed at their companies, leveraging the 

strengths of each. This, he said, “will positively influence companies’ technology 

strategies and effectiveness.”  
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Ending a day jam-packed with information, CBO sat down with Benham to ask him 

some questions about the industry, the ConTech Crew and this year’s ConTech 

Roadshow. 

CBO: What is the No. 1 reason contractors are resistant to adopt new tech? 

JB: Money is always on the list of reasons. We ask that question every year. Our 

survey of 2,900 people says that budget and lack of resources are No. 1 and No. 2, 

respectively. So, money and people. Beyond that, it’s just a cultural unwillingness to 

acknowledge there’s a need. It’s building the way “my grandfather always built.”  

CBO: Do you think construction’s tendency to lag behind in tech adoption is budging? 

JB: Our data says that it is slowly, slowly starting to improve. The JBKnowledge 

ConTech report has the biggest survey of construction technology of anyone in the 

business for the last 8 years. We surveyed thousands of contractors. Spending as a 

percentage of revenue is slowly improving. Key tech adoption, especially project 

management software and BIM, is slowly improving.  

Even drone adoption is common among up to half of the people we survey. Drones 

are easy, low cost and have a lot of value. And they’re a hell of a lot of fun. I’ve been 

a drone pilot since the first DGI.  

CBO: What type of tech do attendees seem most interested in? 

JB: As far as practical technology, most of these guys are still just trying to figure the 

basics—managing documents, plans and time digitally. If you watch who they’re 

visiting with in the exhibitor hall, who they’re interacting with, what they’re asking about 

in the Q&A sessions, you see that they immediately zone in on what project 

management and collaboration apps we’re using.  

In the area of BIM, their questions today really indicated to me that they’re trying to 

figure out what the bigger use cases of BIM are. They want to know which products 

they should use and where they should go for these technologies. CEOs are coming 

to me and voicing that their large companies are still struggling with digitization. They 

want to know, “How do we digitize construction?” It’s not moving from paper to Excel 

sheets; it’s deciding “How do we create a truly digital workflow?”  

And this is an essential question to answer so that this really inefficient industry (at 

40% productivity) can start spending time on the important stuff. They have enough 

things on their plates already—government shutdown, drastic weather, tariffs, etc.  

CBO: What piece of tech should new implementors start with and, alternatively, what 

piece should advanced implementors look into? 

JB: New implementors must have project management and plan apps. If you want 

low-hanging fruit, go for just a plan-file management app. Because how many stupid 

mistakes come from people building off the wrong plans? The amount is amazing.   

On the high end, the must have tech pieces are laser scanners and robotic total 

stations. Those are so critical. Reality capture—the ability to capture in real time what 

is being built and what needs to be built—is also critical. But you can’t properly execute 
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a laser strategy until you have a good BIM strategy. There are just too many 

prerequisites.  

CBO: Do you think tech has the power to combat the skilled labor shortage?  

JB: Yes, it could. We have to remember, though, that it’s not a labor shortage, it’s a 

skilled labor shortage. There are people out there who need work—3 to 4 out of every 

100 people need a job. The shortage is for skill. I think the biggest problem we have 

in the United States is not unemployment, but underemployment, which means there 

are many working whose skills are not being used well, and they’re not making as 

much money as they should. So, yes, I do think technology does help and has the 

potential to play a major role in combatting the labor problem in construction because 

it takes the people who are skilled and who are willing to get dirty when they work, and 

it gives them assistance while they get their job done.  

Technology doesn’t take jobs away either. For instance, if you go from a two- to three-

person layout group to a one-person layout group, what do you do with the other 

people, as an owner? Do you fire them? No. They already know how construction 

works. They already know how layout works. They already know how to read plans. 

You train them for some other job. It’s not a zero-sum game.  

CBO: What’s hot on the podcast right now?  

JB: Listeners really geek out when we bring on construction tech innovators who are 

really killing it in their companies—construction technologists. We get a lot of feedback 

on those people want to hear real life stories of construction tech guys and girls who 

are out there innovating and making changes at their companies. They really like to 

talk about 3D printing, drone technology, BIM and VDC tools, project management 

tools, too. And women in construction is a major topic as well.   

Published by: www.constructionbusinessowner.com 
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The Rise of Business Intelligence in Construction 

Andy Holtmann 

 

The construction industry collects mounds of data. But the contractors that dive deep 

into and analyse that data to make intelligent decisions about their projects and overall 

business strategy reap the greatest rewards. As business technologies grow across 

all industries and younger, more data-informed professionals enter the construction 

workspace, contractors are diving deeper into their data by deploying business 

intelligence solutions in construction that fuel real-time analytics. 

Business intelligence in its simplest terms is the gathering of data — largely produced 

through construction management and project management software — and sorting 

and analysing it to make intelligent business decisions. While studies show that the 

construction industry represents one of the last major North American industries to 

embrace business intelligence practices, the companies that have done so have 

gained significant benefits. 

Among them: identifying areas where increased project efficiencies and productivity 

can be achieved; the ability to more accurately bid and scale for future projects; 

spotting consistent problems on projects and developing strategies to solve them; 

effectively factoring industry trends like building patterns, economic conditions and 

material costs into project planning; and streamlining labor and workflows to maximize 

overhead costs. For example, crews in the field can benefit from analysis that predicts 

material ordering needs, ensuring that the right materials are always on hand when 

they need them while project managers can streamline project planning by having 

material orders built into workflows. 

Streamlining, Simplifying Construction Data 

Business intelligence has caught on across multiple industries, largely embraced by 

those with highly-standardized processes, such as the manufacturing industry. While 
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that industry remains largely systematic, utilizing business intelligence software to 

easily stay on top of all data points in the highly-variable world of construction is 

transforming how contractors analyze their projects’ strengths and weaknesses. The 

merging of so much project data and the complexity of jobsites, however, requires 

solutions that can handle the influx of information and present it in ways that don’t add 

layers of confusion or frustration to the end users. 

Solutions such as Viewpoint’s Spectrum Business Intelligence — integrated into the 

larger Spectrum construction enterprise resource planning (ERP) platform — lets 

contractors easily take advantage of the cloud to collect and parse data in virtually any 

format they want. From in-depth reports, to dashboards, to creative charts, graphs and 

even geographical mapping of data, Spectrum BI puts the end user in the driver’s seat, 

removing the headaches of trying to manually make sense of the mountains of 

construction data, or wait for specialized reports that internal IT staffs or external 

consultants are needed to pull together. 

Effective business intelligence solutions like the one available with Spectrum is fuelled 

by a data warehouse and data analysis platform. By integrating directly with the 

contractor’s ERP system, the data warehouse is automatically refreshed with the latest 

data, organizing the information into logically organized data cubes. Once the data is 

aggregated, the data analysis platform lets users view or manipulate the data to glean 

the information they seek. With Spectrum BI, the process is as easy as dragging and 

dropping data fields into the analytic and report builder canvas. 

“I feel like Spectrum Business Intelligence has opened up a whole new world for 

reporting,” said Howard Dembs, CFO with W. Soule and Co., which was one of the 

early adopters of Spectrum BI when it was released. 

 

Contractors like W. Soule are using BI technology to dramatically improve productivity 

and profitability. 
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Endless Opportunities for Today and Tomorrow 

The larger the job, greater the amount of data and potential for unplanned costs and 

risks. But with the risk also comes the increased potential for improved efficiency and 

savings, leading to a greater profit margin for contractors that are used to typically 

razor thin margins on projects. Better tracking and analysis of things like material and 

equipment, labor deployment and costs for projects, productivity rates for various 

subcontractors and much more after the project can lead to intriguing post-mortem 

discussions. But software that analyses that same data in real-time creates 

opportunities to make a difference in the here and now. 

Cloud-based, integrated construction software and mobile applications that allows 

data to be accessed and updated in real time are the technology tools helping 

construction business intelligence succeed in an industry where change is a constant. 

The aforementioned technologies allow visibility into all aspects of a project from any 

device, creating collaborative working environments for all construction professionals, 

whether they work in the field or the back office. Working with current data in real time 

lets contractors meet modern business needs. But the ability to analyse that data and 

quickly make smart decisions as part of the process is what is giving modern 

contractors a significant competitive edge. 

In an industry where 35 percent of costs come from material waste and remedial work, 

cost management proves vital.  Business intelligence software allows a firm to control 

costs by better managing and anticipating labor, inventory, project costs and more in 

every process from bidding to building. 

 Bringing in historical data from other projects will help more accurately identify 

efficiencies that can be gained in current projects — pointing managers to the 

suppliers who have provided the highest-quality materials in the past or letting firms 

map out more effective and efficient building phase schedules in the field 

When it comes to planning, the right business intelligence software can analyse and 

predict what is needed to be successful future and potential projects. This lets 

contractors smartly chase and bid for the right projects that provide the best potential 

for successful bottom lines. 

By better understanding construction data and making actionable decisions to improve 

their operations for today and the future, they’re setting themselves up to better 

manage their organizational risk in an ever-changing environment. The more serious 

a construction firm is about lean construction processes and innovative building 

strategies; the more business intelligence software moves from a nice-to-have to a 

must-have. It’s simply an intelligent business decision. 

Published by: blog.viewpoint.com 
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The history and future of hitting the road 

Jake Bittle 

 

(The long and winding road of our long and winding roads. (Unsplash)) 

Today’s streets have it harder than their ancestors did. Instead of feet, hooves, and 

wooden wheels, they shoulder semis and SUVs. As we’ve developed new ways to zip 

around, we’ve also changed the makeup of the routes on which we travel, transforming 

gravel paths into asphalt superhighways. Challenges such as extreme weather and 

carbon emissions mean our expressways must evolve even further, so engineers are 

turning to futuristic fixes to keep traffic flowing. Here’s the story behind that long and 

winding journey—and where it’s going next. 

Past: In the rearview 

1. Rocks and bricks 

Humans have been clearing trees and burning brush to transport food and attack our 

enemies for more than 10,000 years, but Mesopotamians invented some of the first 

paved roads to make more transit-friendly cities around 3000 B.C. Workers molded 

thousands of identical clay bricks, dried them, then arranged them like tiles. To keep 

paths from crumbling every time a cow kicked, they glued the blocks together with 

bitumen, a naturally occurring semisticky petroleum that we still use as a binder in 

asphalt today. But this ancient population bothered with the labor-intensive method 

only on streets with religious significance or high military value. 

While all road technology might not lead back to Rome, the Roman Empire did build 

some of the longest and most durable pathways in the ancient world. Builders 

recessed rock and gravel layers into the ground for stability. Closer to cities and in 

other prominent areas, pavers topped these layers with hard stones to create a more 

polished look.              
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At its height, around A.D. 100, the 

Empire presided over a combined 

50,000 miles of highways, which 

allowed soldiers and merchants to 

move swiftly throughout Europe 

and Asia Minor.  

Some of these timeworn passages 

are still functional today. The Via 

Appia, which runs from Rome 350 

miles southeast to the east coast 

of Italy, supports automobile traffic 

 on select stretches— though it 

has required quite a few overhauls 

over the past two millennia. 

 

2. Sloped mud 

As the Industrial Revolution took off in Great Britain during the 1700s, local 

governments built longer networks of gravel highways, relying on toll collection to 

finance the construction of new routes. These so-called turnpikes sprang up across 

the countryside, spreading out from London and connecting cities in England and 

Scotland. But most roadways were made of small stones piled on top of mud, meaning 

the slightest sprinkling of rainwater could turn the rocky lanes into mucky heaps of 

disgusting, dangerous slush. 

A civil engineer named John Metcalf had a plan for smoothing things over. His 

construction crews would slightly slope each new street’s surface and dig deep ditches 

on either side. This provided proper drainage to keep roadways from caving in due to 

excess moisture, preventing potholes. 

Metcalf famously went the extra mile to advocate for these design changes. Blind from 

boyhood, he once challenged a colonel to race him to London. Thanks to the rough 

terrain, Metcalf made his way to the city on foot faster than the military man could get 

there in his horse-drawn buggy. 

3. Packed Gravel and Asphalt 

gravel and asphalt 

Nineteenth-century Scottish engineer John McAdam, frustrated that even Britain’s 

best drags were still bumpy, took a new approach: He replaced loose, round stones 

with rocks crushed into tiny angular bits that he spread out along a path, and then 

rolled over to press firm. These “Macadam roads” were more durable and weather-

resistant—and kinder to carriage wheels—but they were still pretty loosey-goosey. 

So, in the 1870s, American engineers began filing patents for bituminous asphalt  

mixtures known as “binders,” which 

Roman builders recessed gravel layers into the 

ground for stability. 

 

Hubert Tereszkiewicz 
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 combine the oily substance with 

gravel or sand for sleeker street 

surfaces. The basic cross-section 

of a road or highway hasn’t 

changed much since: Builders dig 

a ditch, lay down a bed of packed 

soil, spread a layer of crushed 

stone, and then top it with a 

smooth, 6-inch layer of either 

asphalt or concrete. Heavier-duty 

roads, such as interstates, 

sometimes have an additional 

rocky layer at the foundation. 

 

4. Even more asphalt 

Around the turn of the 20th 

century, the U.S. started to roll out 

roads as we know them, replacing soil paths with hardy concrete. But long-distance 

routes—such as the Lincoln Highway, which joined New York and San Francisco in 

1923—were sometimes no better than dirt ditches etched in the countryside.  

While riding on the Lincoln with his Army convoy in 1919, Lt. Colonel Dwight D. 

Eisenhower had an idea: What if this, but better and everywhere?  

When he became president, Eisenhower masterminded the interstate highway 

system, its more than 45,000 miles of pavement taking three decades to lay down. 

 

Present: What's under our 

wheels 

1. Solid foundations 

Apartheid-era South Africa was 

under sanctions and economically 

isolated by many other countries, 

which made buying a highway’s 

worth of bitumen prohibitively 

expensive. So engineers in the 

country came up with an 

unorthodox solution that was not 

only cheaper, but also just as 

effective as conventional 

methods. Rather than laying down 

a thin gravel base and slathering it 

with half a foot of asphalt, South 

African designers relied on a layer of stone (infused with cement) about a foot thick as 

truck on asphalt. Paving surged. 

Hubert Tereszkiewicz 
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the foundation of the path, then placed a 2-inch-thick strip of asphalt on top. Trade 

opened up after Apartheid ended in the 1990s, but no one raced to repave the region: 

The unique highways proved to be just as strong and resilient as those in other 

countries. The clever and effective workaround became a subject of fascination for 

transportation officials from around the world. 

2. Low-friction blacktop 

blacktop  

A truly well-designed road won’t just withstand rain, sun, and tire abuse—it’ll also make 

driving easier and cleaner for the cars passing over it. In Denmark, government 

researchers will be testing more than 30 miles of highway built with an earth-conscious 

asphalt that minimizes 

 friction with tires. To lower what’s 

 called “rolling resistance,” the 

 designers embed the upper layer of asphalt with unusually small 

l stones—sometimes smaller than 

 a quarter-inch across—which makes the surface smoother. 

 Cars can coast longer, so drivers 

need to hit the gas less frequently 

to maintain a steady speed. Fewer 

presses of the pedal equals less 

fuel consumption, which helps 

minimize emissions. For every 

million dollars Denmark invests in 

these streets, motorists could 

save around $40 million in fuel 

costs. 

3. Limestone bases 

Germany’s comprehensive 

network of famously no-speed-

limit autobahn highways are 

among the best in the world. Their 

secret sauce: money. Each of the 

country’s more than 8,000 miles of 

freeway costs the federal government nearly a million dollars per year in maintenance. 

As they say: It costs money because it saves money, and Germany’s road-building 

budget means better materials that cause fewer problems in the long run. 

Not only are these bahns twice as thick as the average U.S. highway, but the trenches 

lining them are sturdy limestone rather than more-common materials such as soil or 

sand. (The government planned for a few stretches to double as airstrips during World 

War II, so some sections are actually thick and sturdy enough to survive the force of 

a landing plane.) Each motorway is also topped with high-quality concrete. 

Earth-conscious asphalt(Hubert Tereszkiewicz) 
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As a result of their resilience, these routes are safer, quieter, easier on cars, and last 

an average of 20 years longer than American pavement. And even though it’s not as 

big as the United States, Germany’s web of highways is dense—if you laid all the 

autobahns end-to-end, they would stretch a third of the way around the planet. 

4. Ice/salt road 

salt on the roads 

Especially cold or dry locales can boast boulevards made of unconventional stuff. In 

arid countries such as Chile, governments sometimes skip asphalt and top roads with 

a salty compound called bicchulite, which occurs naturally in the Atacama Desert. It 

doesn’t make clouds of dust the way sandy roads do, and rare rainfall helps the soluble 

substance stay in place.  

In chillier northern climes, frozen rivers become drives linking otherwise-isolated towns 

from January through April. But they’re melting earlier each year as temperatures rise. 

 

 

5.Emerging asphalt alternatives 

Rubber 

One of the easiest ways to skimp on oily bitumen is to grind up landfill-bound tires and 

other elastic materials, and mix them into the blacktop. Rubberized highways last 

nearly two times longer than their traditional counterparts, and can be 50 percent 

quieter as well. Plus, rubber 

doesn’t crack as much in extreme 

heat because, unlike stiff asphalt, 

the material can expand and 

contract. California, Spain, and 

Germany all use rubberized 

streets, and Japan now features 

the bouncy stuff in about a fifth of 

its national roads. 

 

Plastic 

In 2015, the Indian government 

mandated that cities fill potholes 

with melted plastic garbage. This 

technique inspired Scottish 

engineer Toby McCartney to 

found MacRebur Ltd., a plastic-

road startup that seeks to build byways using the material clogging up our landfills. By 

grinding thousands of soda bottles down into pellets and mixing the result with 

standard asphalt, McCartney trims the usual cost of paving materials by as much as 

25 percent—while also cutting down on waste. 

Roads of ice and salt.(Hubert Tereszkiewicz) 
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Food scraps 

Some researchers are working on more appetizing alternatives to petroleum. Culinary 

waste such as soybeans, cooking oil, and even used coffee grounds can boost 

asphalt’s binding power; the 

materials’ organic properties allow 

them to oxidize in much the same 

way the bitumen does. This 

practice should also reduce the 

overall carbon footprint of new 

construction.  

But don’t expect to sniff java on the 

exit ramp anytime soon: Edible 

leftovers may replace just a small 

percentage of the sticky bitumen 

needed for a full-service road. 

6. Gravel is back 

As small towns across the United 

States face drastic budget 

shortfalls, some find themselves 

without the cash they need for 

road repair. In at least 27 states, localities have turned to a rugged solution. Instead 

of repaving damaged paths, they just unpave them—peeling up all the asphalt and 

leaving swaths of loose rocks in its wake. 

Though pebbled pathways can generate throat-clogging dust and tend to get a little 

messy in the rain, they work just fine for routes that don’t see a lot of heavy traffic. And 

while you’d be right to worry about sharp little stones wearing down your Goodyears, 

some experts argue that supersize potholes in busted-up asphalt can be way more 

dangerous for drivers than good ol’ gravel is. 

 Any rough spots that do form are much easier and cheaper to fix: All you need to do 

is get some more rocks and fill in the craters. 

Future: The road ahead 

1. Self-repairing 

Shifts in temperature and moisture mean cracks are always forming, and we often 

don’t know where they are until they’re really dangerous. But what if a freeway could 

repair itself? Scientists are experimenting with forms of fissure-fixing pavement. In the 

Netherlands, researcher Erik Schlangen of the Delft University of Technology laced 

a stretch of asphalt with a matrix of steel-wool fibers, turning the surface into one big 

conductor. When cracks start to form, the government passes 

by with a massive magnet on a truck, 

which makes the metal contract, closing the gap. 

What if a freeway could repair itself? 

Hubert Tereszkiewicz 
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The Dutch are already employing Schlangen’s threads on a dozen roads, but even-

more-radical solutions are also in the works. Su Jun-Feng of Tianjin Polytechnic in 

China, who has worked with Schlangen in the past, has tested dispersing small 

capsules of an expanding chemical polymer known as “rejuvenator” throughout a few 

Tianjin streets. Whenever fissures start to form, the capsules expand to fill up the 

chasms. This patch-up job halts the decay of the road while making the aging 

pavement less brittle—which means it’s less likely to crack again later. 

2. Climate-proof creations 

Extreme heat due to global 

warming poses one of the biggest 

threats to drivers across the U.S. 

High temps cause asphalt to split 

more quickly, which means 

pavement in toasty places will 

decay faster than governments 

can repair it. Although the 

Southwest will see the most 

scorching days, roads in the 

Midwest might also suffer—they 

weren’t built to withstand heat at 

all. 

Some cities, such as Los Angeles, 

have started to paint blacktop with 

light hues so it absorbs less sun. 

But preventing future fissures 

might require new materials. 

And as monster storms and rising tides trigger ever-bigger and more-frequent floods, 

traditional drainage systems in coastal areas from Georgia to Cambodia become 

overwhelmed. Miami, one of the world’s most vulnerable cities to sea-level rise, has 

already started taking preventative measures such as raising roads off the ground and 

building dozens of anti-flooding pump stations. But low-lying countries such as Belize 

might have to renovate much of their existing infrastructure. U.K. startup Topmix is 

experimenting with permeable pavements that slurp up thousands of gallons of rain; 

their mixture omits the usual layer of fine-crushed stone to allow moisture to slip 

through to the dirt beneath. 

3. Pro-robot designs 

While early models still might be a tad crash-prone, self-driving cars are coming. And 

they’ll eventually lead us to change our streets. Lanes, for example, will get skinnier 

once they don’t have to accommodate shaky human hands. Roads will also have to 

become “smart,” communicating instructions via embedded sensors rather than with 

more-traditional visual cues. 

Radio transmitters could take over right-of-way regulation from stoplights, and satellite 

pings could mark detours in place of signs. 

Self-driving taxis and buses could roll in during the next 

decade (Hubert Tereszkiewicz) 
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Engineers will also have to find new ways to manage construction zones along 

highways—car cameras have a hard time knowing which messages, from cones to 

hand signals to barricades, trump others. Some startups, such as UC Berkeley-born 

Hyperlane, have crafted novel proposals for highway upgrades like self-driving-only 

lanes. There’s not much time: By some estimates, fleets of robot taxis and buses could 

roll in during the next decade. 
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